Expand the potential of your office onboard with secure, stable, cloud-based email designed to meet the extreme challenges of the remote maritime environment.
FLEET MAIL

How To Buy
Fleet Mail is available directly from Inmarsat.
Contact us for further information maritime@inmarsat.com

SECURE, STABLE, CLOUD-BASED EMAIL SERVICE FOR ESSENTIAL BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS

Working remotely at sea means communicating across challenging connections, where latency and bandwidth become important considerations and where land-based solutions are not suitable. And yet, even far from land, email remains one of the key vulnerabilities to business continuity through ever-increasing exposure to spam, viruses, and malware.

OPTIMISED FOR USE AT SEA
Fleet Mail has been optimised for use at sea, delivering a stable, secure service for reliable and continuous access to your emails, even if the network temporarily goes offline. An intuitive web dashboard enables remote configuration and administration of vessels, and a suite of applications, delivering a secure end-to-end solution. This cutting-edge service has been developed with GT Maritime, a globally recognised market leader in technology to support effective communications over satellite.

OPERATING SYSTEM INDEPENDENT
Able to run on the latest Linux and Windows operating systems

AIRTIME NETWORK INDEPENDENT
Works across all Inmarsat networks, LTE, 5G and mobile connections when in port

RESTART FROM POINT OF INTERRUPTION
Resumes data transfer from point of interruption if there is a break in communications

FLEXIBLE AND AGILE
Tailored to fulfil your specific needs and works with any front-end client such as Outlook. Also includes built-in webmail

MAKING LIFE EASIER FOR IT AND CREW
The intuitive web dashboard allows for the remote configuration and administration of vessels. Access your email anywhere and from any device (desktop PC, tablet, or smartphone).
  - Pro-active alerts and automated reports
  - Message flow control, using blacklist, whitelist, size-restrictions, etc.
  - Spam management and Phishing filters, and access to quarantined messages
  - Configuring alerts and reports to be actioned from shore
  - Vessel position reporting and message archiving (up to 7 years)

SIMPLE, FAST, REMOTE SETUP
Simple "1 click" pre-configured installation. No engineer visit required – install anywhere, any time.

COMPLETE END-TO-END SECURITY AS STANDARD
Advanced built-in security features identify and stop threats before they get onboard, protecting vessels from spam, viruses, and malware risks.

  - Advanced threat protection, anti-Phishing, spam management, email Antivirus, secure message archiving and auxiliary email client for continuity of business operations.
  - Advanced threat protection
    - Additional protection against malware
    - Anti-Phishing
      - Comprehensive protection against email social engineering attacks
    - Spam management
      - Control of potential spam, whilst allowing business emails
    - Email Antivirus
      - Guards email against all known virus signatures through multi-layered detection engines
    - Secure Archiving
      - Seamless & secure storage/retrieval of emails and attachments for up to 7 years
    - Business Continuity
      - Provides an auxiliary email client for the continuity of vessel operations
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